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How To Maintain A Healthy Relationship With Friends
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Quote
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“A friend is someone who knows all about you and still loves you.”

-Elbert Hubbard
Maintaining A Friendship Requires...
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- Maintain Contact
- Show Appreciation
- Show Interest In Your Friend's Life
- Have Fun Together
- Handle Arguments Maturely
- Help Them With Their Problems
- Build Trust
Abigail Williams wanted revenge on Mary Warren after Mary tried to tell the people of the court of Abigail's scheme. She tries to help John Proctor by proclaiming Elizabeth's innocence, saying she made the poppet for her, while Abigail's told the court that Elizabeth made the poppet to hurt Abigail. For this reason, Abigail tries to get Mary hanged, before Mary said sorry to Abigail and joined her circle again.
Friendship Is Many
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Friendship contains love
Friendship contains anger

Friendship guides us to light
Friendship guides us to darkness

Friendship gives us dreams
Friendship gives us nightmares

Friendship brings us a lot of friends
Friendship brings us a lot of enemies

Friendship lets us have fun
Friendship lets us have fights

Friendship gives us the courage to try
Friendship gives us the moment to be shy

Friendship means a lot to me.
No one is to be left out

'Friendship is many'
How To Maintain Your Non-Facebook Friendship
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